Schwann cell tumors express characteristic patterns of CD44 splice variants.
Members of the CD44 family of cell surface hyaluronate-binding proteins have been implicated in cell migration, cell-matrix interactions and tumor progression. To determine whether these proteins might play a role in the normal functions of Schwann cells and in their tumorigenesis, we examined the patterns of CD44 expression in Schwann cells from rat peripheral nerve, rat Schwann cell tumor lines, and human schwannomas. Normal rat spinal nerves and primary Schwann cell cultures expressed standard CD44 (CD44s) but not alternatively spliced variant isoforms. In contrast, rat Schwann cell tumor lines expressed both CD44s and a number of variants, including proteins containing sequences encoded by exon v6. Furthermore, we found that these cell lines bind hyaluronate, and that their cell surface hyaluronate binding correlates with CD44 expression. All of the human schwannomas also expressed CD44 variants, especially epitopes encoded by exon v5, the border between v7 and v8, and v9-10. These data indicate that Schwann cells normally express CD44s, that Schwann cell tumors express both CD44s and particular variants of CD44, and that CD44s and possibly variants of CD44 are involved in hyaluronate recognition by Schwann cell tumors.